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SPECIAL 
 

DIVE TO THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE TV-G 

One-Hour Special Premieres Saturday, July 20 at 8 PM E/P 

This is the ultimate scientific exploration of the Bermuda Triangle. Hundreds of boats and planes have 

disappeared into the blue, leaving little or no trace at all. Most can be explained easily, but a few still remain 

genuine mysteries. There are many theories, from aliens and time-warps to massive gas eruptions and freak 

waves, and there have been many films about the Bermuda Triangle, but for the first time ever, this special 

tests plausible theories using scientific methods to, once and for all, put speculation to rest. 

 

 

PREMIERES 
 

EPIC RVS TV-G 

Premieres Monday, July 15 at 9 PM E/P 

RVs have come a long way since the days of the humble camper. From a behemoth that tows a 19-ton trailer 

packed with toys to a portable party on wheels, these master machines are tricked out with $700,000 chassis 

and custom paint jobs worth $135,000. There’s nothing about these hulks of the highway that’s roughing it. 

They are jammed with the hottest technology and power money can buy, making them more than motor 

homes. These are epic road conquering RVs! 

 

BUYING RVS 

All-New Series Premieres Monday, July 16 at 10 & 10:30 PM E/P 

Finale Airs Monday, July 29 at 10 PM E/P 

It’s not about buying a house. It’s about buying a location and a lifestyle. When looking for an RV, these 

buyers are not looking at décor, they’re looking at a destination. 

 Chopper RV premieres Monday, July 15 at 10 PM E/P Dario loves his motorcycle and taking it 

out on the open road with his buddies. He’s also a dedicated husband and father to three terrific kids. 

Now, he and his wife, Rebecca, are looking for a way that Dario can hit the road without 

disconnecting from the family.  Getting an RV is the perfect answer.  They can tour the country with 

the bike on board and keep this family moving together and living the dream. Dario and Rebecca 

must choose from a towable RV with rooftop deck and outdoor kitchen; a larger one with a garage 
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that converts into a porch with bunk beds that drop from the ceiling and a separate master suite; and 

a coach with a separate garage but the sleeping arrangements are a bit, well, cozy to say the least.  
 Husband vs. Wife premieres Monday, July 15 at 10:30 PM E/P Randall, a sports fisherman and 

outdoorsman, and his wife, Lisa, are empty nesters looking to swap their house for an RV to visit 

with family and fulfill Randall’s a life-long dream of camping and fishing across America. Finding 

the right RV is no easy task. Randall wants the outdoor life with room for his gear and toys for 

entertaining.  Lisa’s only willing to make the trip if she can take the comforts of home with her on 

the road. They tour three RVs from a towable with 3 slides, a deck and fireplace; a gigantic mansion 

on wheels with an adjustable king size bed and outdoor TV; to a B&B on wheels with sleeping room 

for eight and plenty of storage at a more affordable price. Will Randall be able to get Lisa 

comfortable enough to make his dream come true – and still get the outdoor life he seeks? 

 Million Dollar RVs premieres Monday, July 22 at 10 PM E/P As a former amateur racecar driver, 

Gary lives for the roar of the racetrack.  He and his wife, Jeanne, enjoy going to NASCAR events, 

tailgating, and hanging out with their friends. But the best place to do this is not in the stands, it’s 

from the center ring of the race track, known as the infield… accessible only with an RV. A new 

motor home will allow them to follow the racing circuit around the country, letting Gary reconnect 

with his favorite sport and Jeanne entertain in the grand style she enjoys. They check out three 

awesome coaches: a bus specifically designed for a racer with a storage bay to dry his helmet and a 

hitch equipped to tow race cars; a bigger home perfect for tailgating with a security monitor to see 

when guests arrives; and an RV with a deluxe exterior kitchen and universal remote that controls 

every feature from a touch screen tablet. 

 Family of Eight RV premieres Monday, July 29 at 10 PM E/P Anthony is a New York City fire 

fighter, a first responder during 9/11 (and sole survivor of his fire company), as well as a victim of 

Hurricane Sandy, which destroyed his family’s house. He and his wife, Danielle, figure it’s time to 

take a break from city life and want to take the family on a year-long trip across the country. But 

when you have six kids and one on the way, travel can be a huge challenge. Danielle is determined to 

homeschool their kids, using their cross-country discoveries as part of her lesson plan. Anthony 

wants the genuine camping experience he dreamed of as a boy, but never had growing up in the city. 

Which RV will make their dreams come true? Is it a diesel-powered truck with  desks for all the kids 

but not enough sleeping space; a gigantic bus with a separate master bedroom, oversized kitchen and 

1½ baths; or a less expensive RV that sleeps 11 and has plenty of slides to create a big “classroom on 

wheels.”  Anthony and Danielle have a tough decision to make, but are determined to get their big 

urban family out into the countryside for a whole new experience. 

 

 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

BBQ PITMASTERS ** TV-PG 

Premieres Continue Sundays at 9 PM E/P 
BBQ PITMASTERS transports viewers into the competitive barbecue subculture, proving that barbecue is 

much more than just delicious food; it’s a full-blown competitive sport.  Traveling to the best barbecue 

festivals in the country, the new season showcases America’s best hard-core barbecue grillers competing for 

a spot in a final cook-off in which the winner boasts the ultimate barbecue bragging rights, a $50,000 cash 

prize from Kingsford Charcoal, and entry into the prestigious, Kingsford Invitational. 
 Kicking it in KC premieres Sunday, July 7 at 9 PM E/P At the 10th Annual Smoke in the Spring 

BBQ Contest in Osage City, KS, three Pitmasters aren’t leaving until they find out who is the best at 

cooking turkey legs and brisket points. From Portland, OR, Lynnae Oxley of Sugar’s BBQ is ready 

to prove that the northwest is a barbecue force to be reckoned with. Cody and Colby Archie from 

East Prarie, MO, of Lulu’s BBQ are no strangers to adversity and are ready to cook any meat that 

comes their way. And from Kennesaw, GA, five-time Grand Champion Danny Coogle is out to show 
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the world that his “world-class” barbecue is the best. Who has what it takes to win a chance at the 

title of Kingsford BBQ Pitmasters Grand Champion, and who will be taking a dive in the spring? 
 A NY State of ‘Cue premieres Sunday, July 14 at 9 PM E/P City folks may be living life in the fast 

lane but they are smoking their meats slow at the 2nd Annual New York City BBQ Cookoff in 

Historic Richmond Town, Staten Island. From Burleson, TX, Jamie Geer of Jambo Pits is a 

celebrated pit builder who’s looking to ride his insulated fire box to victory. Rich Tuttle may not 

have built his pit, but this barbecue veteran is out to prove he has what it takes to win the $50,000 

grand prize with his team K Cass BBQ from Kansas City, MO.  From deep in the heart of Georgia 

comes Stump McDowell of Stump’s BBQ Team, who’s doing what comes second nature to him: 

smoking barbecue. Who is going to climb the barbecue ladder to the championship and who will be 

kicked to the curb? 
 Champions of Q-Off premieres Sunday, July 21 at 9 PM E/P Barnesville, GA, is home of the 9

th
 

annual Barnesville BBQ and Blues Festival, and a BBQ Pitmasters all-star showdown from seasons 

past. Mark West from 10 Bones BBQ wants to show that his last win wasn’t just luck and that his 

flavor profile will take him to the $50,000 grand prize. Rod Gray of Pellet Envy doesn’t just want to 

be the best, he wants to be the best of the best, and add BBQ Pitmasters Grand Champion to his list 

of accolades. Last time we saw Corey Brinson of Fat Backs BBQ and Rib Shack, he made it to the 

BBQ Pitmasters Championship but failed to win the title. Now, Corey is ready to show he plays 

second fiddle to no one. The stakes are higher than ever at Barnesville and only one of these former 

BBQ Pitmasters champions can move on to win the ultimate title of BBQ Pitmasters Grand 

Champion. 
 O-Cue-Homa premieres Sunday, July 28 at 9 PM E/P The rich agricultural community of Bixby is 

trading in their veggies for slow-smoked meats at the Bixby BBQ and Blues Festival.  Robbie Royal 

of Rescue Smokers from Syracuse, GA, started competing to follow in his father’s footsteps and isn’t 

afraid to show that barbecue is in his blood. Howie Kleinberg of Bulldog BBQ in Miami, FL, is a 

classically trained chef ready to prove himself on the barbecue circuit in his first competition ever. 

And Jack Waiboer of Common Interest in Charleston, SC, is a 20-year barbecue veteran who’s ready 

to show that South Carolina barbecue is as authentic as it gets. Who will get a shot at becoming BBQ 

Pitmasters Grand Champion and who will go home to sing the blues? 
 

 

FINALES 
 

MOUNTAIN MONSTERS ** TV-14 

Finale Airs Saturday, July 27 at 10 PM E/P 

Chupacabra, Wampus Beast, Wolfman, Mothman and Grassman – with a distinctive landscape of woods, 

lakes and valleys, the Appalachian Mountains are a hotbed for mysterious creature sightings.  The leading 

researchers of these shadowy figures are The Appalachian Investigators of Mysterious Sightings (AIMS).  

The team, founded by John “Trapper” Tice, is skilled in hunting and tracking using both traditional 

techniques and modern technology. Their mission is to interview witnesses, investigate the scene of the 

encounter, and eventually capture the creature… or prove its non-existence. 

 Devil Dog of Logan County premieres Saturday, July 6 at 10 PM E/P There’s a new apex predator 

in Logan County, WV, wreaking havoc on the coyote population, the former top of the food chain. 

While local trappers are perplexed, The Appalachian Investigators of Mysterious Sightings (AIMS) 

have their own theory and suspect the legendary Devil Dog is to blame, sucking the blood and life 

from the coyotes. Looking at eyewitness videos and pictures, the danger becomes even more 

apparent when they realize there is not one, but a pack of Devil Dogs on the loose and out for blood. 

Something must stop this predatory pack before humans become their next target. 
 Wampus Beast of Pleasants County premieres Saturday, July 13 at 10 PM E/P The Appalachian 

Investigators of Mysterious Sightings (AIMS) have had personal encounters with a 500-600 pound 

feline-like predator known in the West Virginia area as the Wampus Beast. AIMS sets out in their 
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own backyard to capture this huge beast that has been killing local livestock. Willie and Huckleberry 

have had first-hand encounters that lead to the crew’s most personal investigation yet. The predator 

that has been dubbed the “cattle killer” by locals has lost its fear of man, creating a very real and 

impending threat to humans. The crew must design an oversized Cat Snare Trap to catch this elusive 

predator and put an end to fears in the West Virginia area. 
 Mothman of Mason County premieres Saturday, July 20 at 10 PM E/P The Appalachian 

Investigators of Mysterious Sightings (AIMS) investigate recent video evidence of the most famous 

cryptozoic creature in West Virginia: The Mothman. An enormous flying creature, it has been 

known to dwell around bridge structures and has been spotted in Point Pleasant. Originally seen in 

the late 1960s, a recent number of sightings have rekindled the fear caused by this mysterious 

creature. AIMS will attempt to capture the infamous winged creature by building their most 

ambitious trap, using a bridge, an electrified cage, and fire torches to attract this mysterious beast. 
 Lizard Demon of Wood County premieres Saturday, July 27 at 10 PM E/P The mountain men of 

AIMS investigate a creature just as comfortable on land as it is in the waters of Appalachia. Lizard 

Demon sightings have occurred with increased frequency over the last few years, with more reports 

of aggressive behavior. This amphibious creature is a cross between a giant reptile and a man with a 

natural ability to survive in different terrains and habitats, making it one of the most challenging 

beasts the team has ever investigated. To catch something as elusive as a water lizard, the team 

ventures outside their land-based comfort zones into the murky waters to create their first functional 

water-based trap. 
 

LAST CALL FOOD BRAWL ** TV-14 

Finale Airs Sunday, July 7 at 12 PM ET 

It’s the perfect recipe for a night cap: one part hungry bar-goers, two parts finger-lickin’ food, a dash of the 

country’s best chefs, with a Golden Fry Basket to garnish. It all adds up to a mouth-watering plateful of 

LAST CALL FOOD BRAWL, hosted by Adam Gertler, a runner-up for Next Food Network Star and all-

around food enthusiast. Each episode visits a different American city to challenge four chefs, hailing from 

24-hour diners to 4-star establishments, in a cook-off to determine who will be crowned the king of late night 

bites. The food brawls attract a raucous audience hungry for munchies that are salty and sweet, like deep 

fried bacon chili cheeseburger rolls and peanut butter s'more french toast balls. 

 Atlanta: Wings and Bar Bites premieres Sunday, June 30 at 12 PM ET Adam Gertler heads to the 

Peach State, where he’s found four of Atlanta’s best late-night cooks; the once-rebellious college 

dropout turned cook; the military, soul food master; the rising star chef; and the criminal justice 

cadet turned chef. Round one has each chef making the crispiest, most mouth-watering fried chicken 

dishes imaginable, followed by an epic, unbelievably over-the-top bar food challenge for the ages. 

It’s all in order to find out who is worthy of the coveted golden fry basket, and the title of best late 

night chef in Atlanta. 

 Nashville: Hot Wings and Queso premieres Sunday, July 7 at 12 PM ET Adam Gertler heads to 

Music City, USA, where he has gathered four of Nashville’s best late-night cooks: a young buck and 

the city’s “hot chicken” master; the granddaddy of the local 2am food scene; a trained culinary chef; 

and a wild bar food specialist. The first round has them making a Nashville Hot Chicken inspired 

“Wings Insanos,” while the final challenge will test the chefs on their ooziest, creamiest, deep fried 

dish featuring the king of all late night ingredients: cheese. They square off to see who will be 

crowned Nashville’s champion and take home the coveted Golden Fry Basket.  
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